ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Has enduring understanding of essential concepts in academic domains
Applies and uses content knowledge in real world situations
Accesses information efficiently and effectively
Evaluates information critically and competently
Has the ability to navigate and create in a technology-rich, global environment

CRITICAL THINKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING
Makes judgments and decisions based on evidence and reasoning
Understands the complexity associated with a given problem and can design appropriate solutions
Identifies, defines and solves problems that connect to the real world through both collaborative and independent effort
Acts on creative ideas to make tangible and valuable contributions

SKILLFUL COMMUNICATION
Effectively communicates in both digital and face-to-face environments
Communicates for a range of purposes and with a variety of audiences
Articulates thoughts and ideas through a variety of modalities
Cultivates the ability to listen and values alternative perspectives
Demonstrates strong digital citizen skills as both a producer and a consumer

SELF DIRECTION
Demonstrates skills in time management and prioritizing
Develops intrinsic initiative and responsibility for learning
Perseveres through an ongoing process of success and failure
Exhibits a growth mindset
Pursues interests and talents

STEWARDSHIP
Demonstrates responsibility for local and global communities
Values and performs civic duties
Committed to personal and community health and wellness
Embraces diversity and respects differing points of view
Acts with empathy and care for others